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4 pics one word puzzle game

puzzle game image puzzle pieces, without image and use colors.puzzle stand where all the puzzle pieces are attached to it.there are different puzzle pieces of different colors and also an image. the total number of pieces in the puzzle is 24 . All the different colors .all puzzle pieces zip file .puzzle pices.zipassembly all
puzzle pieces from the puzzle stand .and basic movements animations puzzle game solid-work.view video on you tube .link:- Wordgo is a word game on Windows Phone 8 that prompts you to guess the right word through the elimination process. The less you try to solve the puzzle, the better the score. When you warm
up with your guesses, the right letters are revealed, and if you get stuck, hints are available that will push you in the right direction. Wordgo is not a complicated game for your Windows Phone, but that doesn't mean it's without challenges. If you want to build on your Windows Phone word game library, Wordgo is not a
bad choice to consider. The main menu in Wordgo has options to jump into the game, check the online scoreboard, visit the game store and use the game's options. Options include language selections (Swedish and English) and sound levels. In the game store, you can buy tips and buy coins ($99-$2.64) and/or get rid
of ads ($99) through the app. Wordgo's game screen has vital stats that are at the top of the screen, a word you guess on the center screen and a keyboard at the bottom. The stats include your current level of play, game timer, number of coins, and tips. The purpose of the game is to guess a hidden word. For example,
you may need to guess a three-letter word with a B. Just type your guess on the keyboard and tap the reset button. When you guess a word, guesses are added to the screen as a reference. If your businesses contain letters that are part of the correct answer, they will be highlighted. The letters highlighted in green are
correct and in the right place. The letters highlighted in yellow are correct, but not in place. The sooner you guess the word, the higher the score. Every solved puzzle will earn you coins that can go for purchase tips. The higher your score, the more coins you earn at each level of completion. If the timer hits zero, the level
won't work. If you get stuck, you have three tips available. You have a letter tip that reveals a one-letter word, an image tip, and you can get help from your Facebook friends. Although you have a lot of clues when you start the game, you can buy additional tips with the coins you earn in the game. As you progress
through the levels, the size of the words increases, increasing the challenge of the game. And don't be fooled by those three-letter words, even shorter words can be quite challenging. All in all, Wordgo is an entertaining word game for your Windows Phone 8. I wouldn't do that. Seeing a larger keyboard playback. Small
keys can be a little challenging to use when driving your watch. Wordgo is a free, ad-supported game available for Windows Phone 8 (with an in-app purchase of $99, you can get rid of ads). Wordgo can be found here in the Windows Phone Store. Spruce Crafts uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience.
With the help of spruce handicrafts, you accept the use of cookies. Robo5 takes a cool steampunk style and draws it with fun comic art to provide hours of both casual and intense gaming. The concept of the game is simple, but you can tell that's exactly what the developers are trying to do. It's hard to dispute the
combination here, especially when it's free to play at a large level and only $1.99 to unlock everything. Hang out with us after a break and take a little more look at what makes Robo5 a fun game. The Robo5 is just as simple as it seems in understanding the drivers and interface, but there are much more advanced moves
that will help you later. You're a cartoon robot, and the goal is to climb up the structure of boxes and platforms to get to the exit right at the top. The first levels serve as a primer to get the hang of the game's controls and meth. It uses a mixture of quick hints at the top of the screen along with a hand that shows the right
swipe motion to get a point over. When you get the controls and mechanics down, things are pretty simple. You (like a robot) use all mansions to push, pull, jump and climb to get up into the structure. Against general movement, tap a location that causes your character to move only one box (or space) at a time. Tap the
page to hold on and move over the boxes, while tapping the top will make you jump up. Wooden boxes can be manipulated by swiping in the direction you want them to move, while steel boxes are stuck where they are. If the design of the comic wasn't any indication, we don't look at realistic physics in Robo5. It requires



some getting used to, but the boxes are still fully supported and float as long as they touch one surface on at least one edge. This seems trivial at the early levels, but is the only way to perform some later levels. When you stop forgetting that the mechanic is there, you can use it to your advantage to scale the tower
faster. Speaking of timing, the points system during level completion is based on the number of bonus boxes collected, the execution and the number of additional boosters found along the way. Then you get a star rating - one, two or three - based on how the different components are added together. In certain star
unlock milestones, you'll start to have access to Diary levels. If you are not impressed with regular levels you get fun with the diaries - they put your puzzle-solving skills to the test. A free version of Robo5 with limited, Actually, quite large, a series of levels to play. Through the app, with a $1.99 purchase, you open all 40
levels, 8 journals and 2 separate endings to the game. If the design and gameplay seem interesting to you, definitely try Robo5 in the Play Store link above. There's more to this game than you can see at first glance, providing a great mix of casual gaming and tough puzzles, all wrapped in beautiful graphics. At some
point, the novelty will wear off all the games. Word games in particular can dry up when you type the same words over and over again. Rewordable's card game tries to keep things fresh because it's designed so that each round brings a new experience and challenge every time you play. If you want to help both younger
and older players improve their word recognition skills, Rewordable's card game is an excellent choice. This game is about building longer and longer words with more general words. Players receive a set of cards with fragments of the word that they have to use to spell out larger whole words. The idea is similar to the
classic game Scrabble, but it gives younger players larger fragments to use. This game, originally a Kickstarter project, is ideal for players 7 years of age and older. Stephen WelsteadGetty Photos If you've tried every indoor activity and fun game you can think of, but your kids still claim to be bored, it's time to try these
puzzle games for kids. These games, including the 3D puzzle, math challenge and more, keep them busy for hours while challenging their problem-solving skills while helping develop hand-eye coordination. In this list, we have included simple puzzle games for toddlers and children that test basic spelling and math, as
well as more complex puzzle games that are perfect for older children and the whole family. And best of all? All these puzzle games for kids are under $30. Here are our favorite puzzle games for kids. Children.
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